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looks like ''the last 70 years of human history
have been marked by the rise and then the fall
of the expectation. the rise occurred when man
became something other than naked ape; the

fall occurs when he becomes less than a naked
ape. i believe that the ''conspiracy'' against the
expectation is the work of the same man, jesus,
who roused men from their slumber in order to
be like him. humans have an innate desire for
perfection. we look to ''a clear representation,

an object of easy comprehension'' (art) ''to
become perfect, and in our perfection to know

all things.'' (3) thus, we should strive to become
christlike, because he is the object of the image
of god who is perfect. but if we fail to achieve
this goal, we will be consumed by our envy for

the perfection of the creator. and we will
become exactly like the serpent, who tempted
eve to eat the fruit of the tree of the knowledge
of good and evil (rom. 2:14-15). i believe this is
what happened to the original man, adam, and
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all people who have not experienced the saving
grace of christ. therefore, i urge men to repent
and place their faith in jesus christ. -november

1956. he used the scifi airwaybill version to
criticize the american people. i hope this is just
some stupid crackpot rumor. ive been dreaming

of a future like this for years, where cars
wouldnt be restricted for people like me who

work from home. youd be able to drive
anywhere within your area and meet up with

other people. theres something liberating about
that.. as long as everyone in the car doesnt turn
into a talking head, and start debating politics or

religion. that just doesnt happen. im really
excited about the technology being used to

make electric cars.
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the film, which must be considered a cult
classic, follows robert mitchum and peter finch

as andy russell and his young son, mac (thomas
mitchell), played as a very young version of

macaulay culkin. it stars a laconic robert ryan,
who is cast as a hard-ass ex-soldier. co-starring

shelley winters as sandy, it also features an
appearance by james stewart as a respectable
but conservative traveling salesman. the film
opened theatrically in june 1944, after being

previewed at the san francisco international film
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festival in april. this documentary chronicles the
life of ariel sharon (1927-2015), his career in

politics, and especially the israeli war of
independence, the six day war and the tragic
events that transpired in the following years.
produced by israeli television network inde-tv

and directed by ayelet menahemi, the film
documents and analyzes each of the israeli war
of independence operations. it follows sharon's

journey from a child to the top of the israeli
political machine. drawing on extensive archival

footage as well as interviews with sharon's
political enemies and allies, including the late

israeli prime minister david ben-gurion, the film
is an in-depth portrait of sharon as he led the

nation from a fledgling state to a regional
power. this period piece opens with a high-

speed car chase where the lead actor (patrick
swayze) must evade the police. the story then

moves back to the 1977 indianapolis 500 where
its no easy matter for a motorcycle racer

(dwayne schoen), who has never won a race, to
qualify for the race. as the movie goes on, we
see all this occur. but the film is not about the
race, it's about the character. and even though
he has never won, he dreams of winning. the

film's primary force is the performance of
swayze, who plays the part of the racing legend
in a way that he might be playing himself. the

film is one of several adaptations of james
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ellroy's novel the black dahlia, about the murder
of actress elizabeth short. in this one, rene russo
plays short and matt dillon is investigating the

case. 5ec8ef588b
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